WEATHER

41°F / 26°F
Cloudy skies with afternoon snow showers

WEEKLY LINEUP TOPIC

Our values: Social Responsibility
Looking to become more socially responsible? Join the MSU Global Day of Service [here].

CONGRATS TO IZZO!

MSU’s head coach Tom Izzo was elected into the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame on April 4th. Izzo ranks as fifth most wins of all-time as a coach in his 21 seasons at MSU. It’s easy to say that Izzo deserves this!

SURPLUS STORE

The MSU Surplus store will be giving away double Adirondack chair. In order to enter to win these chairs made from salvaged MSU trees click [here].

IS DAILY EVENTS

INTERVIEW
10AM – 11AM
CS CONFERENCE ROOM

GPU PLANNING
10AM – 12PM
IS RESOURCE ROOM 131

EASY VISTA WEBINAR
12PM – 1PM
IS RESOURCE ROOM 131

MARKETING/COMM DISCUSSION
1PM – 2.30PM
CS CONFERENCE ROOM

RANSOMWARE PREVENTION
1.30PM – 3PM
CS CONFERENCE ROOM

ICS 200
2PM – 3.30PM
IS TRAINING ROOM

FSS DATA
2PM – 3PM
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 100C

STUDENT LEADER LEARNING
3PM – 4PM
IS CONFERENCE ROOM 130